
 
 

Year 3 OAK 

Miss Beanland  

(M/T) 

& Mrs Harrison 

(W/Th/F) 

 

Maths 
 

In Maths we will be focusing on: 
 
 

 Subtracting 1, 2 and 3 digit numbers 
from 1, 2 and 3 digit numbers, crossing 
and not crossing tens and hundreds 

 
 Adding and subtracting multiples of 

100 
 
 Multiplying using equal groups 
 
 Multiplying by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 
 
 Dividing by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 
 
 Dividing using equal groups 

English 
 

 
We are now looking at ’The Ice   
Palace’ story.  
Children will be writing descriptive pieces, let-
ters, diaries and instructions. 
We will also be looking at the main characters and 
predicting what they might be like.  There will 
also be a chance for them to take part in ‘hot 
seating’ and writing a quest! 
 
 

P.E 
 

3 OAK have PE on Mondays and Wednesdays.  
They will be outdoors, weather permitting! 

Foundation subjects  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Year 3 notices 

Break time snack—please make sure their snack (fruit 
or vegetables) is in their bags not lunch boxes. This 

helps our transition between lesson and break times to 
be smoother as lunch boxes are kept in a different 

place to the cloak room. 
Please ensure only the necessary things are brought to 
school in a suitable size bag as our cloakroom is shared 

with 3 Pine and is extremely tight on space. 
Star of the Week will take place on a Tuesday. 

Day of the 
Week 

Home-
work 

Things to 
remem-

ber  

Reading 
books 

Monday   PE KIT   

Tuesday   Star of 
the 

week  

 

Wednesday  PE KIT  

Thursday      

Friday Bring in   Bring in 



Reading Schemes and Books 
 

In Year 3, children continue to use the PM books scheme that they used in Year 2.  
In order to change reading books, due to the new measures in school, we ask for them to be brought in every 
FRIDAY and they will get a new reading book every MONDAY. They need to record their reading in their new 
reading records and bring them in WITH their reading books.  There is also space at the bottom of the page 
to record any tricky words. 
Throughout the week it would be great if your child can read the book more than once. This will really help 
with fluency and practice any tricky words they found as they read it the first time through. 
I’ve been reading with each child over the last two weeks and there are a few things that they can be working 
on at home 
 Slow reading speed down, taking note of punctuation 
 Tracking the sentence with a finger to avoid missing lines out 
 Re-reading a sentence if it didn’t make sense 
 Asking for help with any words they don’t understand the meaning of 
 

Homework  
 

Homework is given out every FRIDAY and is to be brought in the following FRIDAY. 
Children will receive—maths, SPAG and a reading activity. 

There will be time on a Friday for children to ask about any questions they found tricky. 
 

 
 Children will be asked to write the relevant pages on the inside cover of each 

book. 
 

Children can also supplement this work by using Time Table Rockstars, passwords 
will be written in the math’s homework book. Please use the link below to login. 

 
https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school 

 

Star of the Week 
 
We are going to also start handing out ‘Star of the Week’ booklets for children to complete at home and bring in.  In 3 PINE, these will be handed out on a 
THURSDAY and need to be brought in the following THURSDAY. 
 


